Glaucoma

Deep Defects Seen on Visual Fields Spatially Correspond Well to Loss of Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer Seen on Circumpapillary OCT Scans
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PURPOSE. To examine the structure-function relationship in glaucoma between deep defects on visual fields (VF) and deep losses in the circumpapillary retinal nerve fiber layer (cpRNFL) on optical coherence tomography (OCT) circle scans.

METHODS. Thirty-two glaucomatous eyes with deep VF defects, as defined by at least one test location worse than –15 dB on the 10-2 and/or 24-2 VF pattern deviation (PD) plots, were included from 87 eyes with “early” glaucoma (i.e., 24-2 mean deviation better than –6 dB). Using the location of the deep VF points and a schematic model, the location of local damage on an OCT circle scan was predicted. The thinnest location of cpRNFL (i.e., deepest loss) was also determined.

RESULTS. In 19 of 32 eyes, a region of complete or near complete cpRNFL loss was observed. All 19 of these had deep VF defects on the 24-2 and/or 10-2. All of the 32 eyes with deep VF defects had abnormal cpRNFL regions (red, 1%) and all but 2 had a region of cpRNFL thickness <21 μm. The midpoint of the VF defect and the location of deepest cpRNFL had a 95% limit of agreement within approximately two-thirds of a clock-hour (or 30°) sector (between −22.1° to 25.2°). Individual fovea-to-disc angle (FtoDa) adjustment improved agreement in one eye with an extreme FtoDa.

CONCLUSIONS. Although studies relating local structural (OCT) and functional (VF) measures typically show poor to moderate correlations, there is good qualitative agreement between the location of deep cpRNFL loss and deep defects on VFs.
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G
laucoma is a progressive optic neuropathy that results in loss of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs).1 There is no single litmus test for glaucoma, and clinicians and researchers alike have yet to achieve a consensus regarding the best tools to evaluate the disease; although it is generally agreed that both functional and structural tests should be included. Currently, a visual field (VF) test, using standard automated perimetry (SAP), is the most common method to quantify functional loss in glaucoma,2,3 and optical coherence tomography (OCT) is increasingly being used as a structural test, most commonly through measuring the circumpapillary retinal nerve fiber layer (cpRNFL).3–6

Several studies have demonstrated that a statistically significant structure-function relationship exists between these two clinical tests.7–15 In general, these studies report moderate correlations at best. This relatively poor level of correlation is affected by measurement error of the structural and functional tests, individual differences in retinal anatomy and visual function, and the topographic relationship (map) between them.8,11,13–15 To improve the correlation between VFs and OCT, Ganeshrao et al.15 reduced measurement error by averaging two VF tests and four OCT tests and used individualized maps relating OCT to VF. However, the best correlation was only 0.56. Interestingly, considering the 30° cpRNFL region most affected in each individual improved the correlation to 0.72. Of course, this still leaves 48% of the variance unexplained.

A number of previous studies have focused on this unexplained variance, which has been attributed to factors, such as failure of the computer algorithm to properly segment the cpRNFL; variation in individual mapping of retinal locations to disc regions; the presence of a nonneural, residual cpRNFL; the spacing of the visual field points, and so on.8,11,13–15 Here, we focus instead on the extent to which structural and functional abnormalities agree when eyes with deep defects seen on VFs (i.e., pattern deviation [PD] ≤ –15 dB) and/or on OCT circle scans (i.e., loss of local cpRNFL) are compared. From a practical perspective, this study should help the clinician interpret the VF and OCT results involving deep defects.

METHODS

Participants

This prospective study evaluated 32 eyes with glaucoma from 31 participants that had “deep” VF defects, in which “deep”
was defined as having at least one location on the PD plot less than or equal to −15 dB when VF testing was performed using either the Swedish Interactive Threshold Algorithm (SITA) standard 24-2 or 10-2 testing strategy on a Humphrey Field Analyzer II (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA, USA). The eyes were among a larger group of 204 eyes that had abnormal or suspicious appearing discs, mean deviation (MD) values better than −6 dB on 24-2 VF testing, and spherical refractive errors within ±6D. Of these 204 eyes, 87 were judged to have glaucomatous damage by two glaucoma specialists based upon optic disc stereo-photographs, 24-2 and 10-2 VFs, an inner retinal report based upon a single wide-field OCT scan (described in detail in a previous study20), and other clinical information (including family history of glaucoma, history of intraocular surgery, and IOP and corneal thickness measurements). Of these 87 eyes, 54 had deep VF defects as described above, and two were excluded due to lack of recent VF testing.

This study was approved by the institutional review boards of Columbia University and New York Eye and Ear Infirmary of Mount Sinai and followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Written informed consent was obtained from all the participants in this study following an explanation of all test procedures.

Optical Coherence Tomography Imaging

A high-resolution circle scan was obtained for all eyes in this study using a spectral-domain (SD) OCT device (3D OCT-2000, Topcon, Inc., Tokyo, Japan) and was manually centered on the optic disc during acquisition. The circle scan was 3.4 mm in diameter, and consisted of 1024 A-scans and 50 frames were averaged for each scan. VFs and OCT circle scans were within 6 months of each other.

Predicting the Circumpapillary RNFL Location of Damage From the Deep VF Points

To evaluate the spatial correspondence between deep visual field defects and regions of cpRNFL thinning on OCT circle scans, the 10-2 and 24-2 VF test point locations were morphed to account for the displacement of RGCs near fixation20–23 and then overlaid on a schematic model24,25 as shown in Figures 1A and 1B. According to the model in Figure 1A, the region of RGCs associated with the temporal half of the disc (solid black circle) falls within the red and blue contours; the dashed black circle is the location of the OCT circle scan. Deep 24-2 VF test points, defined by ≤−15 dB on the PD plot, were enclosed within a contour (red contour in Fig. 1A). Figure 1B shows the region of the retina, and the region of the disc and circle scan, associated with RGCs in the macula (blue circle: ≥8° from fixation) and macular papillary region. Deep 10-2 VF test points (≤−15 dB on the PD plot) were enclosed within a contour (green contour in Fig. 1B).

The red and green contours achieved from the 24-2 and 10-2 VFs, respectively (Figs. 1A, 1B), were then superimposed on the anatomic model combined with the RNFL bundle tracings of Jansonius et al.26 in Figure 1C. The location of damage on the circle scan was predicted, as shown in Figure 1C by the red slanted lines. A compass was superimposed on the center of the disc (represented by the smaller dashed circle) in Figure 1C and the location of the slanted lines on the dashed circle measured using the temporal most point as a reference (i.e., 9 o’clock for the right eye was 0°). The location of these red lines was then translated via degree-to-millimeter conversion to the SD-OCT circle scans as shown in Figure 2A (red vertical lines), and the midpoint of these lines is indicated by the red circle. The region marked by the red vertical lines represents the model’s prediction of the location of structural damage on the OCT circle scan associated with the deep VF locations.

Two of the authors (MM and JN) performed this procedure independently, and the 95% limits of agreement for widths and midpoints of the VF prediction were −18.7° to 15.9° and −16.6° to 15.6° respectively, or approximately within half a clock hour (or 30°) sector. The location of thinnest cpRNFL (i.e., deepest loss) was also determined (yellow circles in Fig. 2A), and the 95% limits of agreement between two observers were −17.3° to 18.7°.

The Circumpapillary RNFL Location of Deep Damage

Without taking into consideration the VF prediction of damage, the location of thinnest cpRNFL region on the OCT circle scan was determined qualitatively as indicated by the double-ended yellow arrow in Figures 2A and 2B, and the midpoint of the region was then determined (yellow circle). For eyes in which the thinnest cpRNFL encompassed a very small region, the yellow circle indicates the entire width of the defect, as in Figures 2C through 2E.

In addition to the identification of the thinnest cpRNFL region, all eyes were categorized as having either complete or nearly complete cpRNFL loss, or incomplete cpRNFL loss. A region was defined as having complete or nearly complete cpRNFL loss if the thinnest location was less than 10 μm as in Figures 2A through 2C and incomplete loss if thinning relative to the 5% normal limits was present, but the average thickness was greater than 10 μm as in Figures 2D and 2E. The same two authors also performed this evaluation independently and agreed on all classifications.

RESULTS

Level of Spatial Agreement Between Structure and Function

All 32 eyes with deep VF defects had a focal region of abnormality on the OCT circle scan, with at least one region of cpRNFL thickness that fell below the 1% normal limits. Of the 32 eyes, 19 had a region of complete or nearly complete cpRNFL loss, examples of which can be seen in Figures 2A through 2C. Interestingly, these 19 eyes were the only eyes with complete or nearly complete loss of the cpRNFL in the total sample of 87 abnormal eyes. In other words, a deep VF defect was always observed in eyes with either complete or nearly complete local cpRNFL loss in this dataset.

The remaining 13 eyes were categorized as having incomplete cpRNFL loss. In 13 of 15 eyes with incomplete damage, only a relatively thin (<21 μm) region was present (e.g., Figs. 2D, 2E). The remaining two eyes were the only ones with a reasonably thick region, although still abnormal at the 1% level, as seen in Figure 3. Notice that in both of these eyes, fewer than two points were ≤−15 dB on the 24-2 (left panel in Figs. 3A, 3D) and none were on the 10-2 (right panel in Figs. 3A, 3D), and they tended to be in the periphery of the 24-2 VF (red outlines on Fig. 3A, 3D).

The midpoint of the VF defect (red circle in Figs. 2, 3) and the location of deepest cpRNFL loss (yellow circle in Figs. 2, 3) exhibited spatial agreement within two-thirds of a 30° clock hour (range, 0.0°–30.3°; 95% limits of agreement −22.1° to 25.2°) as shown by the Bland-Altman plot in Figure 4A. However, in 2 of 32 cases, the region of thinnest RNFL (yellow circle) fell outside the VF prediction (red vertical lines). These two eyes share a very interesting quality: the disc-to-fovea angle was extreme (either very large or very small).
Impact of Adjustments of the Disc-to-Fovea Angle

Previous studies have suggested that the structure–function relationship could improve by using individualized mapping. Therefore, we evaluated the impact of adjusting the VF-predicted region of damage (red lines and circles in Figs. 2, 3) for each eye based on the difference between its disc-to-fovea angle and the average angle of this cohort (8.0°). The 95% limits of agreement were similar with and without such adjustments (−22.0° to 25.2° and −22.1° to 25.2°, respectively), indicating that at a cohort level, the disc-to-fovea adjustment yielded little difference in structure–function agreement; the limits of agreement are illustrated using Bland-Altman plots (Fig. 4A).

While individualized adjustment for disc-to-fovea angle yielded little change in the level of structure–function agreement at the population level, we observed that it did show improvements in certain cases. Figure 4B shows the swept-source (SS) OCT average voxel projection slab (AVP-slab) en face of one of the two eyes in which the midpoint of the thinnest cpRNFL fell outside the VF prediction. This eye had a disc-to-fovea angle of 0.89°, well below the group’s average of 8.0°. The disc-to-fovea adjustment (red dashed vertical lines and white circle in Fig. 4C) improved structure–function agreement so that the region of structural damage fell within the corrected VF prediction.

DISCUSSION

This study sought to determine the level of spatial agreement between deep structural and functional defects in glaucomatous eyes when using OCT imaging and VF testing. By using an anatomic model to trace deep VF test locations ≤ −15 dB back to the optic disc, we were able to predict the location of deepest cpRNFL loss within two-thirds of a 30° clock hour sector, or roughly 20°, in 91.4% of cases. Thus, although studies relating local structural (OCT) and functional (VF) measures
typically show poor to moderate correlations, there is good qualitative agreement between the location of deep cpRNFL loss and deep defects on VFs. Further, these findings provide important insights into the level of spatial agreement that can be expected for these two clinical tests when interpreting their results during the clinical management of patients with glaucoma.

In this study, we observed that all eyes with deep VF defects also had a local region of cpRNFL abnormality on OCT imaging, defined as a region where the cpRNFL thickness fell below the...
The two eyes that had considerable cpRNFL thickness in the anticipated area of damage based on the VF. The 24-2 of both eyes had only one or two deep test points, while the 10-2 had none.
1% normative limits. We also observed that a deep VF defect was always present in eyes with complete or nearly complete local cpRNFL loss in our sample. In other words, deep cpRNFL defects were associated with deep VF losses in both location and extent. While we explicitly designed our study to avoid the point-by-point comparison paradigm of previous structure–function studies,8,11,14,15 the paper by Ganeshrao et al.15 is most relevant. Interestingly, they improved the structure–function correlation from 0.56 to 0.72 by selecting the 30° region of the disc with the largest cpRNFL defect. This finding supports the notion that structure and function correspond well if the focus is on local cpRNFL defects. Ganeshrao and colleagues13 did so by selecting a 30° sector in the region of greatest damage. Similarly, we chose to compare only the region of deepest structural damage with that of deepest functional damage.

In our study, there were two eyes, however, that had a relatively thicker, although still abnormal, cpRNFL thickness...
Deep Defects on VFs and OCT Spatially Correspond

(>21 μm) in the region of VF-predicted damage. According to the anatomic model, the RGC axons entering the temporal half of the disc come from the retinal region within ±15° of the center of the fovea (dashed black circle, Fig. 1C), plus the region of the retina labeled as “temporal retina (nasal visual field)” in Figure 1C. Because these two eyes only had one to two deep test point locations, and only on the 24-2 VF, it is reasonable to assume that the RGCs in other regions of the temporal retina are intact and sending healthy axons to the disc, thereby yielding a thicker cpRNFL profile.

Overall, we observed that adjustments for the disc-to-fovea angle of each eye had a negligible impact on the level of spatial agreement between deep structural and functional abnormalities at the population level. This was evaluated because the anatomic model assumes an average disc-to-fovea angle, meaning that any deviation from this angle for an individual eye may result in deviations in the prediction of the location of damage on the cpRNFL scan. However, the location of the thinnest cpRNFL fell outside the VF prediction in only two of 32 eyes; adjusting for disc-to-fovea angle improved the spatial agreement in only one of these eyes.

Limitations of this study include its qualitative nature, in which the location of thinnest cpRNFL damage was determined by grading OCT circle scans images alone. However, because we limited our evaluation to eyes with deep VF defects, most eyes had cpRNFL loss that was either complete or near complete, making the identification of the thinnest cpRNFL region relatively simple. This was evident in the level of intergrader agreement in the location of the thinnest cpRNFL, with the limits of agreement falling within half a clock-hour sector. Another limitation of this study is its relatively small sample size, although these findings provide an initial estimate of the level of spatial agreement between structure and function in a careful manner, and the graders were masked to the results of each modality.

Despite these caveats, our findings provide important insights into the interpretation of the results of VF and OCT testing in eyes with deep visual field defects, and could be extrapolated with care when evaluating eyes with a less severe extent of glaucomatous damage. In this study, we used a population-based anatomic model to demonstrate that deep structural and functional loss exhibited 95% limits of agreement within two-thirds of a clock hour spatially. This finding could be used when evaluating eyes where diagnostic uncertainty exists. For example, cases in which mild repeatable VF defects are accompanied by structural loss within two-thirds of a clock hour as predicted by the anatomic model should provide greater confidence in glaucoma diagnosis. However, future studies are required to evaluate the validity of such an approach.

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that the 95% limits of spatial agreement between deep structural and functional glaucomatous defects fell within two-thirds of a 30° clock hour. These findings provide important insights into the interpretation of VF and OCT results in a clinically relevant context in the management of patients with glaucoma, and could potentially be used to improve diagnostic certainty in the earlier stages of this disease.
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